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0/ REVIEW OF THE FOOTBALL SEASON.

WE feel certain that no apology need be given for commencing
this nnmber of the Shirburnian with a review of the past

Football season; for not only has it been singularly successful as
oregards foreign matches, but also so great has been the improvement
in the game thropghout the School that it deserves some notice at
our hands.

Looking
O

back, then, over the last six months, we have every
reason to congratulate ourselves on the universal energy which has
been displayed from the captain of the Fift-een himself down to the
small boy in the lowest team. Weare extremely averse to flattery
of any kind, but we ask our readers to excuse us if we seem to
panegyrize the efforts of the Fifteen last term. In the first place,
without any praise from us, the list of out-matches speaks volumes
in their favour. Out of six out-matches played last term four
were won, one drawn, and one lost. This single defeat was experienced
at the hands of the Past Shirburnians, who had got together an
overwhelming team against us, containing as it did such men as
Tudor, Sanctuary, and G. Twynam. Two matches were not played,
that against Exeter, owing to the inability of onr opponents to get
a team together, and that against Cambridge Old SLirburnians on
account of ,the weath~r.

.",.
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It will not be out of place here to give a brief summary of these
out-matches. The first was played on October 16th against a team
kindly got up by l\fr. Raven. This match, contrary to general
anticipation, was won rather easily by three goals and four tries to
nil, a result earned by the superior training of the School. On

October 23rd we met the Clifton Club, who Were very heavy forward,
and had some good men behind the scrimmage. After an exceedingly
well-contested and interesting game the match ended in a draw. In
this match a great improvement was noticeable in the School
forwards, and, if we may venture to give an opinion on the matter,
we doubt if we ever saw better play than that of J\1ethuen during
the first part of the game. On November 13th Wimborne brought
a team to try conclusions with us. This match, like that of the
preceding year, ended in a signal victory for the School by five goals
and two tries to nothing. In fact our opponents never had the
slightest chance of scoring, the ball remaining in their quarters the
whole game. On November 27th we met the Teignmouth and East
Devon Club, the match resulting in a victory for us by one goal and
four tries to nil. In this game the School forwards showed to great
advantage, and we should say that we have never seen Penney and
Tucker in better form. Behind the scrimmage, too, Harper collared
with great effect. The Yeovil match on December 13th was, so to
speak, a " walk over" for the School, who obtained two goals and
ten tries. On December 19th we sustained our only defeat. The
Past Shirburnians had mustered in force, and we consider the reverse
which we received to be attended with no disgrace. The ground
was in a very bad condition owing to the recent rains, and had it
been better we should probably have suffered a worse defeat. As it
was the Past won the match by two goals to one try. Thus it will
be seen that only three touches were obtained against us throughout
the season, a fact which speaks well for the efficiency of the Fifteen.

As regards the House Matches we may say that we rarely saw
better contested games. Unfortunately only four houses competed,
but we hope to see the Town and Blanch's enter the lists next year.

The ties resulted in the following order-Wilson's, Wood's, Rhoades',
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which three were defeated in the match for the Challenge Cup
against the School House by two tries to nothing.

One word as regards the place-kicking, on which we are afraid we
cannot compliment the Fifteen. In the Wimborne match alone was
it what it ought to be j in those against Yeovil and Teignmouth we
cannot praise it. It seems very strange that this point should
always be our great failure, and surely by a little practice and
attention to this department we might be able to kick more than
two goals out of' a dozen tries.

LEDA AND THE SWAN.

A summer day j with many a golden beam
The sun pierced through the foliage of the trees,
And each leaf quivered in the passing breeze

And cast a flickering shadow on the gleam j

And, like the murmur of a placid dream.
The music of a myriad golden bees
Filled all the air, and round the twisted knees

Of an old oak there lapped a forest stream.

And by the oak there stood a maiden fair,
Lovely she was. and beauteous to behold,
Such as was sung of by the bards of old j

And down her glistening shoulders flowed her hair j

And the sun shone down with his ruddy glare j

He bathed her fair white body all in gold.
And like a garment round her frame he rolled

As though enamoured of the maiden rare.
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The cool breeze paused upon its lazy flight,
The old oak chuckled in his knotty heart,
The wondering lizards from the rock did start,

And the birds carolled loud in sheer delight;
And Jove looked down from the Olympian height;

He saw the sunshine through the forest dart,
He heard each bird sing forth his amorous part,

And the god loved the maiden fair and white.

Then counsel took great J ove, and thus he spake :
"If I in form of god should woo the maid,
She will be at my majesty afraid;

Or if the form of man perchance I take,
The maiden will to modesty awake;

But when as some fair thing I am arrayed,
I will descend into that peaceful glade,

And thus my suit in silence will I make."

Then Jove cast off his form of majesty,
And in the h"keness of a swan he came,
A pure white swan, and there he saw the same

.AJ:, erst, the maiden in her chastity ;
And when the maiden did the fair bird see,

Her bright young heart burned with a loving flame,
And, joyed to find the lovely bird so tame,

She took it in her arms of ivory.

Then on the maiden's cheek it laid its head,
And she did fondly clasp it to her breast,
And all its form with sweet caresses pressed;

And round its neck a chain of flowers she made,
That she had plucked within the mossy glade;

And let the bird its neck upon her rest,
A soft white neck in fairy feathers drest,

And kisser! its form in snowy plumes arrayed,
And the maid loved the bird, and the bird loved the maid!

P.A.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

. To the Editor of the Shirburnian.
DEAR SIR,

Now that the new Library has been opened it may not be
out of place to call attention to the fact that there are only two
volumes of the Shirburnian to be found there, both of them more
than ten years old. It was the custom a few years ago to reserve
one copy of each number for the Library. It used to be put
behind the books on one particular shelf. May I enquire whether
these numbers were ever bound, and what has become of them?
Could not some steps be taken for their recovery? and would it
not be as well for more care to be taken in future?

INQUIRER.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

I write to suggest the advisability of adding an Old
Shirburnian Race to the list of our School Sports, as it seems to
me rather rough on the old fellows who come down to the
Athletics, and who are keen on them, not to have a cut in at
something themselves. Putting the weight might also be
substituted for the absurd and dangerous pole jump, which. latter
event is held at very few athletic meetings. Hoping these
suggestions will meet with the approval of the Games Committee,

I remain yours, &c.,
CANTAB.

DEAR SIR,

My object in writing to you is to advocate a change in the
article we are pleased to call a "Football Cap." In doing this I
may meet with the oppo~ition of many past and present members
of the School, whose Conservative tendencies would incite them
to resist such an attempt. But I have never heard anyone say
that the fantastic head-dress in which the XV. is arrayed is any-
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thing but ugly. Accordingly, sir, I think that there ought to be
some change. A dark blue skull-cap with a tassel of blue and
gold 'Yould be far more effective and ornamental than the present
cap.

I would also inake another appeal, and that is that the XV.
have some distinctive mark as the XI. No one who looked on
last term at the efforts of the former to sustain the reputation of
the School can deny that it is but justice that they should be
allowed this. I would suggest that a new hat-ribbon be fixed for
the XV., consisting of dark blue with the "badge" in front.
Hoping that "the powers which be" will not overlook this
humble but just claim,

I remain yours very tmly,
MDAJCA.

DEAR SIR,

Would you allow me to make, through the medium of your
pages, two suggestions both bearing upon the same subject?
I, Might not the XV. of the cock house be allowed some dis
tinctive colour? Nothing very much would be required, e.g.,
a cap of the same shape and pattern as the XV., only with the
house colours. In the School House especially, where the compe
tition for a place in the team is .very keen, some such distinction
seems to be deserved. 2, Could not the School have a cap of a;

somewhat more costly description? The present cap, however
great its merits, is completely thrown into the shade by those of
quite obscure schools. Hoping that my letter may at all events
raise discussion on the subject,

I remain,
SPERANS MELIORA.

OXFORD LETTER.
DEAR MR. EDITOR,

Nothing is easier than for you to sit down and write a
letter to Oxford· demanding an account of the doings of Old
Shirburnians in that university, and of the news generally: nor is
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it very difficult for your correspondent to follow your excellent
example so far as taking his seat at the table and producing pens,
ink, and paper are concerned; but having got thus far he
encounters a more formidable obstacle. What is he to write
about? Oh! the Torpids, you wiII say. But then, to all the
world outside Oxford the dulness of a Catalogue of the Boats
would be even greater than Homer's Catalogue of the Ships.
Moreover the sparkling stream from which Sherborne takes its
name is not unfortunately of such a size or depth as to render it
capable of bearing upon its bosom the graceful forms of
" Eights" and "Fours j" indeed, if my memory does not fail
me, the entire strength of its resources for aquatic locomotion
consisted of a single dilapidated punt. What boots it then to
give young Sherborne a lengthy description of the Torpids? I
doubt whether he (Young Sherborne) would know what a Torpid
was. Perhaps I may as well give a definition of one, in order to
eradicate any lurking suspicion that it is an instrument of sub
marine warfare. A Torpid, so far from being what Artemus
Ward and Euclid agree in calling a "plain figger," is an eight
oared boat of elegant shape, steered by one of its occupants
who is called the coxswain, and is or ought to be such that all
strokes set within it are equal. But even after this lucid descrip
tion I am inclined to doubt whether my friend Jones quartus in
the Lower Third would be particularly edified by the inform<1.tion
that No. 14 in the University Boat caught a crab in the Gut on
Thursday, or that on Thursday No. 12 in the Trinity Boat
reserved his crab until the Barges, opposite which, in the midst
of a very heavy downpour from the skies, and a lighter thongh
perhaps more scathing shower of " influence" from the bright
eyes of the ladies there assembled, he succeeded in hooking a
remarkably fine one. He may, however, be interested to hear
that F. Rigden guided the Lincoln boat through the mages of
the Gut with the utmost skill and sang-froid; that G. M. Lester
lent his valuable assistance to his college in the capacity of No. 4
in the University Boat; while R S. Ainslie stroked the Oriel
Torpid with an energy and pertinacity worthy of a better fortune
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than that which consigned his college each evening to an inevitable
" bump." Perhaps I may mention that Brasenose is head of the
river, having bumped Keble on the last night, chiefly owing to
an unaccountable partiality on the part of the Keble coxswain for
roaming at will over the floods in preference to taking a direct
course up the river. The floods were out-very much out-as a
matter of course; but this did not prevent many energetic spirits
splashing regularly up the tow-path every evening with the boats,
and occasionally tumbling into the river itself, because, to tell
the truth, it was rather hard to distinguish where the river was and
where it was not. But enough of rowing. The image of Jones
quartus rises before me as I write, indignant and reluctant, and
warns me leave so uninteresting-I cannot say so dry-a subject
as the river. Other subjects I am afraid (Jones quartus' indigna
tion is fast assuming a terrible aspect) that I must defer until
"my next;" I will therefore now merely hide my diminished head
from the ebullition of his wrath in "anonymosity."

I am, Sir,
Your very obedient, humble servant,

THRANlTES.

FOOTBALL.

HOUSE MATCHES.-WILSON'S r. WOOD'S.
This, the first of the House Matches, was played on Friday,

February 18. Whitford-Hawkey kicked off for Wilson's, and the
first scrimmages were formed in the middle of the ground. Good
play was at once shown by Fulford for Wood's, but Wilson's
gradually forced them back, chiefly by good rnns by White and
Vassall, and after a time compelled them to touch down in self
defence. Soon after this half-time was called. Immediately after
half-time some good play was shown by Whitford-Hawkey and
White for Wilson's, the latter of whom by a good run obtained a
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try behind the posts; no goal, however, resulted. Almost immedi·
ately after this the ball was again brought down to vVood's goal
line by a good run by Kyd, mi., and they were forced to touch down
in self-defence. After this some good play was shown by Whitford
Hawkey and 'White for Wilson's, and Bastard and vVhitehead for
Wood's, and before long Bastard took the ball right down to Wilson's
goal-line, but here he unfortunately lost it, and Wilson's touched
down. Nothing occurred after this worthy of note except good
forward play on the part of Kitson and runs by Chilcott. Thus
Wilson's won a very good match by a try to nothing. For the
winners Whitford-Hawkey, Kitson, and White, and for Wood's
Whitehead, Chilcott, Bastard, and Fulford played best.

Wilson's.-Bennett, ma. (back), Kyd, ma., and Kyd, mi. (three
quarter-backs), White and Vassall (half-backs), E. Whitford-Hawkey
(captain), Kitson, Balme, Me~huen, Heath, Jones, ma., Finch,
Wallington, Collatt, and Fenwick (forwards).

Wood's.-Chikott and Dowell (three-quarter-backs), S. Whitehead
(captain) and Bastard (half-backs) Fulford, Huntley, Eady, 8myth,
Cuming, Symonds, Wainwright, Carver, Elton, Aldous, and Borrow
(forwards).

PRICE'S V. RHOADES'.

This match was played on February 22nd. Price's made a better
fight against their opponents than was expected, as everyone thought
that Rhoades' would win easily. Hole kicked off for Rhoades', and
the first scrimmages were formed in Price's quarters. It soon became
evident that Rhoades' were superior in weight, but Price's played
better together than they did. For a long time nothing but a series
of scrimmages ensued, in which Penney-who played extremely
well throughout the match-Hole, ma., and Iremonger were COll

spicuoll.'l. Gradually, however, Price's were driven back, until at
!astlIole, ma., obtained a try, but the kick was a failure. Mter this
Price's managed. chiefly through the ~xertions of Penney and
Woodhouse, to keep the ball in the centre of the ground until half
time. Mter the kick off Price's managed to keep the ball beyond
the half-way flag for some time throngh the good play of their
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forwards and the runs of Dunn. After a time, however, Hole and
Broadrick, by short runs, took it towards their "twenty-flve," but
it was again brought back to half way by Dunn. A long series of
scrimmages now ensued, in which Penney, Iremonger, Hole, ~1:()ngan,

and vVoodhouse were conspicuous for their respective sides, and
again Price's began to force their opponents back. This, however,
could not last long, and the weight of the Rhoades' forwards began
to tel~ and they were working their way towards Price's goal-line
when time "as called. Thus Rhoades' won, after a very hard game,
by one try to nothing. For the winners Iremonger, Hole, ma.,
Broadrick, and Mongan, and for Price's Penney, W oodhouse, and
Dunn played best.

Rhoade:J.-J. A. Hewett (back), Ellis, ma., and Holt (three
quarter-backs), Hole, mi., and Broadrick (half-backs), E. A. Iremonger
(captain), R. Hole, Campbell-Johnston, Mongan, Hensley, ma.,
Pritchard, Pedler, mi., McGusty, and Wilkinson (forwards).

Pl'ice's.-Money (back), Dunn and Dawson (three-quarter-backs),
Lovell and Ball (half-backs), W. C. Penney (captain), F ,Voodhouse,
Pedler, ma., Rutherfurd, Perch, ma., Stroud, ma., Samuelson,
Michell, Pye, ma., and Tonks, mi. (forwards).

WILSON'S V. RHOADES'.

This match was played on Saturday, March 6th, in very bad
weather. Hole kicked off for Rhoades', and their forwards playing
up well kept tne ball for some time near 'Wilson's goal-line. Good
play was now shown by Broadrick and White for 'their respective
sides, and before long Matthews took the ball into the middle of the
ground. Kyd, mi., then made a good run for Wilson's, but Rhoades'
forwards, led by Hole, Hewett, and Iremonger, gradually forced the
ball back towards their opponents' goal-line, where it remained
until half-time. Till now the game had been somewhat in favour
of Rhoades', but now Wilson's began to play better together, and in
their turn to force the:other side back. Immediately after kick off
Rhoades' were forced into their twenty-five in spite of the effo-rtsof
Hewett and Hole, and before very long Kitson succeeded in getting

a try for Wilson's; White, however, failed to kick the goal. Soon
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after the drop off Rhoades' were again forced to touch down in self-
. defence. The ball was now taken into neutral ground for a short
time, chiefly through the efforts of Iremonger and Mongan, but it
was again brought back into their quarters by Whitford-Hawkey.
Hole now by some good dribbling took the ball again out of Rhoades'
25, and after a good run by Kyd, mi., for Wilson's time was called.
Thus Wilson's won a very well-contested match by one try to nothing.
For the winners Whitford-Hawkey, White, Kitson, and Kyd, mi.,
and for Rhoades' Iremonger, Hole, ma., Hewett, and Broadrick
played best.

Wilson's.-Kyd, ma. (back), Kyd, mi., and Tucker, mi. (three
quarter-backs), H. S. White and VassaU (half-backs), E. Whitford
Hawkey (captain), Kitson, Balme, J\fatthews, Heath, Jones, ma.,
Bennett, ma., Wallington, Collett, and Woollcombe (forwards).

Rhoades'.-Pritchard (back), Ellis, ma., and Holt (three-quarter
backs), Broadrick and Hole, mi. (half-backs), E. A. Iremonger
(captain), R. Hole, J. A. Hewett, Campbell-,Tohnston, Hensley, ma.,
Mongan, McGusty, Pedler, mi., Jaffrey, and Wilkinson (forwards).

PRIlJE'S v- WOOD'S.

This match was played on March 8th. Dunn kicked off for
Price's, and some scrimmages ensued in the middle of the ground,
and after a little while Bastard and Whitehead, by short runs, took
the ball towards Price's" twenty-five," bllt it was soon brought back
by Price's forwards, conspicuous among whom were Penney and
Woolhouse. A good dribble by Fulford followed, and then Chilcott
made a short run, but was well collared by Pedler just as he was
beginning to look dangerous. Price's now, playing very well
together, forced theil,' opponents back within their "twenty-five,"
and Dunn almost succeeded in getting a try for them, but was
collared just in time by Chilcott. Nothing more worthy of notice
occurred until half-time. After kick off 'Vood's began at OIlCR to
pen their opponents, and Chileott made a very good run, and soon
afterwards Whitehead succeeded in getting behind the goal-line, but
was unfortunately shoved into touch. After the drop out Price's

. were again forced b:wk, but managed for some time to ilefend their
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line until Dowell by a good run obtained a try for Wood's, which
was disallowed. Soon afterwards Whitehead got the ball and passed
to Chilcott, who succeeded in getti?g a try; no goal, however,
resulted. After the ball had been again set in motion, Price's, by
very hard play, managed to keep their opponents out until the call of
time. Thus Wood's won a very hard match by one try to nothing.
For the winners Whitehead, Dowell, Fulford, and Huntley, and for
Price's Penney, 'Noodhouse, Dunn, and Lovell were conspicuous.

SCHOOL HOUSE V.· THREE COCK HOUSES.

On Saturday the School House played the three Cock Houses the
final tie for the challenge cup. The weather was all that could be

desired, but the ground was somewhat heavy owing to the recent
rains, and tbis, added to the tactics of the Houses-who adopted the
tight game-produced a slow, and, during the first half especially,
a rather uninteresting game to t1e spectators. The School forwards
were the heavier, and held their own well in the tight scrimmages,

while the House team --including as it did most of the best dribblers

of the fifteen-had a marked superiority when the ball got
loose. There was a slight wind from the east blowing down the
ground, and of this the School, having won the toss, elected to take

advantage, leaving Harper t? kick off against the wind. The ball
was returned to the half-way flag, and there the first scrimmage was
formed. A series of hardly-contested grovels followed, in which the

School forwards kept the ball very tight, one or other of them falling
on it when the scrimmage gave any sign of breaking up. Whitehead

was exceedingly quick on the ball, and, making use of every
opportunity, several times gained a few yards for his side, though the
collaring was too good to allow of any long runs being made. Very
slowly, and after once driving their opponents back, the House were
shoved into their 25. Here, however, Harper came to the rescue,
and, making a short run and a drop, followed up very quickly, and
was on the School back before he could get his kick. It was now

their. turn to give way, and the ball was well inside their 25 yards
when half-time was called. Whitford-Hawkey kicked off for the

School, and, Jacob's return being charged down, some vigorous scrim-
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mages in the House quarters resulted. Their' forwards, however,
were equal to the occasion, and, headed by Burrows, took the ball
past the half-way flag and unpleasantly near the School goal, where
it remained. Harper, making an effort to get in, was for a short time
disabled by a severe kick on the head. He was, however, able to
resume, and after a few minutes Jacob ran in and secured a try;
the place, however, by himself was unsuccessful. Chilcott dropped
off, and the ball was not returned, so the play went on near the centre.
The School then pulled themselves together, and, playing wonderfully
well, forced the House back. Chilcott, making a brilliant run, was
collared only just in time by Jacob. This was further supplemented
by two runs from White, who, with Whitehead, at this time was
playing exceedingly well. For a time it looked as if some score
would be effected by the School, and the excitement llU rQund the
ground reached its highest pitch, each piece of good play being
vociferously applauded. Harper, however, whose play throughout
was splendid, was again equal to the occasion, and, bounding the ball
out of touch, ran back almost to the half-way. Soon afterwards he
again got possession of the ball, and made another useful run. It
was after this that the prettiest piece of playing during the whole
match took place. The ball getting loose the brothers Harper and
Cunningham dribbled it half across the ground, and the rest of their
forwards following well up after a most unselfish piece of passing
by Jacob, Cunningham secured a try close to touch. The place-a
diffiicult one-was tried by Harper, but without success. On
resumption the School were compelled to touch down in self-defence,
and soon afterwards time was called, leaving the House victors of
a very hardly-p.ontested match by two tries. Besides those already
mentioned, for the winners, Jl.fethuen, House, and Tucker, and for
the three HO~lses, Whitford-Hawkey, Hole, and Hewett, all played
l'xceedingly well.

School House.-Bewes (back) W. J. Harper (captain) and C.
W. Jacob (three-quarter-backs), W. H. Harper and T. H. Tucker
(half-backs), St J. F. C. MetJ:..uen, H. H. House, H.. H. Burrows, P.

H. Cunningham, G. P. Tregarthen, F. Nisbet, J. S. RusselI, R.
Fowler, Comerford, and Drake (forwards).
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Thl'ee Holtses.-Kyd, ma. (hack), E. W. Chilcott and Dowell
(three-quarter.backs), S. Whitehead and H. S. White (half-backs),
E. Whitf~rd-Hawkey (captain), E. A. Iremonger, R. Hole, J. A.
Hewett, IGtson, Fulford, Huntley, Balme, Broadrick, and Vassall

(forwards).

CHARACTERS OF THE FIFTEEN.

W. H. IlARPER.-As captain has answered all expectations
formed ·of him. At three·quarter-back has been of the greatest
value to the XV., being a perfectly sure collar and never missing
his drop. Runs well, and with a little more pacA promises to be
really first-rate. A good place kick.

W. C. PENNEY.-The most reliable forward in the XV. Uses
his weight and strength to great advantage in tbe scrimmage, and
dribbles and follows up very well. To his energy the School owes
much of its success during the past season.

F. RAWLINGS.-A first-rate half-back. Owing to his great pace
and good dodging is very hard to collar, and continually makes long
runs. Has improved greatly during the season, especially in playing
with his feet. A safe collar and fair kick. Should pass and drop
more. Leaves.

J. L. WHITE.-Has not come up to the expectations formed of
him at the beginning of the season, but has occasionally made good
runs, and is a very sure drop and place kick, and fair collar. Has
left.

H. A. SYKEl:l.-A very fair half-back. Quick on the ball, but

rather apt to lose his head. Uses his feet well. Leaves.
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E. F. WHITFORD-HAWKEY.-A powerful and energetic forward.
Always keeps very well on the ball and plays a very sound, hard
game. Follows up well and has improved greatly during the season.
Leaves.

ST J. F. C. METHUEN.-A really capital forward. Always on the
ball, and is a safe collar. In in-matches is rather apt to get lazy.
Leaves.

H. H. HOUSE.-A very good forward, especially conspicuous in
loose scrimmages from his good dribbling, by which he continually
gains a great deal of ground.

R. H. Burrows.-A thoroughly hard-working man. Always goes
in straight, and shows to equal advantage in tight and loose scrim
mages.

P. H. CU~NINGHAM.-A very useful forward. Plays his hardest
all through the game and dribbles well. Follows up very quickly,
Collars fairly.

T. H. TUCKER.-A very active and strong forward. One of the
best dribblers in the School, and collars very welL Has improved a
great deal during the season, but should go straighter into the
scrimmages.

E. A. IREMONGER.-A very heary. forward, always plays hard.
Owing to bis height is very useful in lining out and passing back.

R. HOLE.-Has been of the greatest use to the XV. during the
season, and has improved as much as anyone. In a loose scrimmage
is always conspicuous for his good dribbling. Leaves.

C. W. JAcoB.-Has played back during the season with fair
success. A safe collar, and is a good punt and place kick. Leaves.

J. A. fuWETT.-A very hard-working but not showy forward.
Generally on the ball and follows up well. Fair kick. Leaves.
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PAPERCHABE.

The last run of the season took place on April 2nd. The meet
was at Castleton, and was but poorly attended. The hares were
Whitford-Hawkey, Bennett, ma., and Tucker, mi., representing
Wilson's House. There was a high wind blowing from the East,
which made running difficult. A start was made soon after 2.30,
the hares taking the Oborne Road, and then turning through the
meadows over the steeplechase course. Near the higher end of
the Lake the first bag was obtained by Comerford, ma., who was
closely followed by Comerford, mi., and Iremonger. Thence the
course lay along,the road leading to Haydon Lodge, but, before
reaching that spot, crossed the Park .Wall. Soon after enteriEg
the Deer Park the last bag was also picked up by Comerford, ma.,
the hounds just behind him running in the same order. How
ever, a change was made while crossing the Park, Hensley, ma.,
having overtaken Comerford, mi., and Iremonger. Comerford,
ma., came into the courts two minutes in advance of any other
hounds. Besides those already mentioned, Blathwayt, Ellis, ma.,
and Vassall ran well.

THE MUSICAL SOCIETY.

The fifty-ninth concert of this society took place on Tuesday
evening, the I st of March, very little more than a month after
the return of the School for the term. It is therefore evident
that the time available for preparation was not large, and this fact
was, we think, to some extent evident in the result of the concert.
We do not wish, however, to make any hostile criticism on the
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•• Baife·

Mozart.
Handel.

W: Gade.

4-. SONG

efforts of the choir, when we state this; our object is rather to
congratulate them on the amount of success achieved in spite of
the disadvantages of hurried preparation. There is or used to be
a notion abroad that a concert in Lent was undesirable, and for
this reason it is that our first concert of this term is always over
before Ash Wednesday, though that day does not by any means
mark the middle of the term, but in the light of further experience
we may conclude that in future this notion may be set aside; if
the School House may without offence give a concert in Lent, so
may the Musical Society. But the choir was not only hampered
by want of time, it was really doing double work; the practices
for the "'AToman of Samaria" have been uninterrupted all
through the term, and the " Woman of Samaria" is remarkable
for the difficulty of its choruses. If then in the chorus-singing
of this concert there was evidence of hurried preparation there
was ample excuse for it. Concerning the efforts of the orchestra
we must say that "Il Seraglio" went excellently, and the" Air
du Dauphin" very fairly. There were no less than four first
appearances this time-two vocal, Connop, ma., and Stuart, mi.,.
and two instrumental, Holme on the clarinet and Gibbs on the
pianoforte; all did themselves great credit, Gibbs not least.
Bennett, mi., now a veteran soloist, gave us the "Hedge-rose"
very nicely, but people complain that they cannot always hear his
words; there may be some truth in this. One item there was ill
this concert which we should like to hear oftener, a trio for two
violins and viola; let us hope that this wish may not be altogether
in vain. Mr. Regan's violin solo displayed well his wonderful
powers of execution, and Mr. Parker won rounds of applause by
his singing of "Who is Sylvia?" The following is the pro
gramme:-
I. OVERTURE "11 Seraglio."
z. CHORUS ., "J\Iay no rash intruder" (Solomon)
3. SOLO, CLARINET, .. " Fantasiestiick" •• Niels

Holme.

"The Arrow and the Song"
COllnop, ma.
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5· PIAKO SOLO cc Two Songs without Words" Mendelssohn.
Mr. Parker.

6. SONG " The Minstrel Boy" •• Moore.
Stuart, rni.

7· TRIO FOR TWO VIOLINS AND VIOLA •. Beethoven.
lIfr. Donkin, Harper, mi., and lIfr. Regan.

8. CHORUS' " See the Chariot at Hand" Horsley.

9· AIR DU DAUPHIN Roeckel.

10. PIANO SOLOS ta. Andantino con tenerezza } HelIer.b, Poco Maestoso
II. SERENADE lffendelssohn.

Gee, Ainslie, Smyth, ma., Bennett, mL, Perch, Connop, and Holme.

12. VIOLIN SOLO "Sarabande et Tambourin" LeclairJ

Mr. Regan.

13. SONG "Hedge-rose" Schubert.
Bennett, rni.

14. PART SONG, "Foresters sound the Cheerful Horn" Bishop.
I 5. SONG " Who is Sylvia" Schuberf.

lIfr. Parker.

16. CHORUS cc Let the Hills resound" Bnnley Richards.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.

In conclusion we feel constrained to add that the unfortunate
practice of dzalectic during the concert is again on the increase;
may we suggest to these Platonists that their great master would
have been the last to endorse their conduct? For the influence of
Music on the seeker after Truth was in his opinion no less
salutary than that important weapon dzalectic, which these ardent
investigators will not lay aside even at a concert.

SCHOOL HOUSE CONCERT.

The School House gave a charming little concert "all by
themselves" on Saturday, March 26th, in aid of a fund for
furnishing the School Library. The chronicler's task becomes a
very light one when he has only to set down an unqualified success,
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and we may dismiss the subject with a very few words, and those
only laudatory. Out of the thirteen numbers which the pro
gramme contained no less than nine were redemanded with that
enthusiastic roar which the Shirburnian produces when he is
particularly pleased. The most successful items were of course
the two comic choruses from Olivette and from" The Pirates of
Penzance," the rendering of which did Mr. Whitehead's tuition
infinite credit. In these compositions the words are by far the
more important part, and it is sufficient praise to say that every
syllable was heard at the far end of the room. In the first chorus
Champion astonished the audience with his bell-like voice, and in
the second Holme displayed a remarkable sense of humour.
Bennett, mi., and Connop, ma., each sang a sentimental ditty with
great taste, and the latter displayed his Vielseitigkeit by taking part
with Harper, mi., in a well-executed violin duet. Holme also
proved himself no mere vocalist by performing a tremendous
fantasia on an air from Meyerbeer's opera of Robert the Devil.
Messrs. Whitehead and Hodgson gave us a very pretty pianoforte
duet, and the latter accompanied the various songs in the pro
gramme with much discretion and good taste. Herr Delfs sang

_" I fear no foe" in his well-known manner, and in response to a
wild encore favoured his audience with a couple of Lieder from
his apparently boundless repertory. There was even a small
orchestra, which made up in spirit what it lacked in numbers, and
gave us a very fair rendering of an overture. and a march. The
lion's share of credit for this most pleasing entertainment falls of
course to Mr. Whitehead, who, we are told, assumed the
conductor's baton on this occasion for the first time in his life.
Suffice it to say that he led his forces to victory with a coolness
and decision which would have done credit to a far more
experienced general. An element of grace was added to the
orchestra by the presence of a coL~ction of flowers from the
Head Master's greenhouse. The concert was altogether success
ful, and we very much doubt whether there are very many school

houses which could have given an equally interesting and satis
factory musical performance.
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Farmer.

Dancla.

Herman.
Flemzng.

M0'erbeer.

•• Schubert.

•• Pinsutt:

•• Stevenson.
.••Brepsant.

3. SONG

8. SONG

1 I. SONG

We append the complete programme:-
1. OVERTURE " La Couronne d' Or" ••
2. QUARTETT "Integer Vitre"

l\fessrs. Whitehead, Hodgson, HoIme, and Delfs.

,. Boatman's Song" Blumenthal.
G. T. Bennett.

4-. CLARINET SOLO "Robert le Diable "
R. Holme.

5. SOLO AND CHORUS" The Torpedo and the Whale" Anrlram.
(By special permzssion.)

A. D. Champion.

6. VIOLIN DUET, Symphony Concertante
W. J. Harper and F. Connop.

7. QUARTETT "The Happiest Land"
Champion, Ainslie, Bennctt, anh Connop.

"A Summer Shower" •• Theo. Manials.
F. Connop.

9, SOLO A~D CHORUS" The Policeman's Song" • .Sullivan.
(By the kznrl permzssion of Mr. D'Oyly Car'!)

R. Holme.

'10. PIANO DUET " Hungarian March"
C. S. Whitehead and C. H. Hodgson.

" I fear no Foe" ..
Herr Delfs.

J 2. GLEE ,. See our Oars"
13. BRAZILLIAN MA,RCH

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.

FIELD SOCIETY.

MARCH 2 I ST.-A meeting was held at which a large number of
members were present.

The fossils were exhibited :-Ammonites Deslong champsii,
from the Inferior Oolite, only found in this neighbourhood and
in Normandy; some univalve shells with the colour stilI remaining
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and one with the operculum; the egg of a saurian; and lastly,
an ammonite, A. Humphresianus, presented by Dr. Davies, which
is probably the finest of the kind which has ever been discovered.

lVIr. Cleminshaw then proceeded to discuss the subject of
"Weather and Forecasting." Owing to the exceedingly variable
climate of England the weather has always been a topic of interest
to Englishmen. But it is only recently that scientific investigations
have been carried on, which have arrived at a tolerably accurate
method of predicting the state of the weather beforehand.
Nearly all the storms which pass over this island come across the
Atlantic in the form of cyclones, in which the barometer falls
gradually as the centre of the depression is approached; these
cyclonal disturbances are spoken of as "depressions." The
centre of the cyclone is the point of lowest barometer, and the
wind moves round this in the contrary direction to the hands of a
watch. Such" depressions" and the rates at which they are
travelling are noticed by captains at sea j immediately on their
arrival in America word is sent to England of the impending
storm, and thus, unless its course becomes altered, the place and
time of its arrival can be fairly accurately foretold.

At a private meeting of officers the following were made Senior
vice junior members :-Samuelson, Sheldon, ma., Van Straubenzee,
Kayess. Jacob, ma., Blake, and Bennett, tert. The following
were elected junior members:-Dyer, Boyce, Bennett, quart.,
and lVIayo.

DEBATING SOCIETY.

At a private meeting held in the Sixth Class-room on Wednes
day, lVIarch 2nd, the Government resigned office, and H. H.
House was elected president, who chose as his colleagues St J. F.
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C. Methuen (vice-president) and G. T. Bennett (secretary).
March 5th.-Proposed, C. W. Jacob, "That William Ill. was

the greatest of English Kings." '

For the Motion.

C. W. Jacob
H. V. Lovett
H. Broadrick
F. Connop
H. A. Hall (2)

.Against the Motion.

H. H. Ho~se (2)
8t J. F. C. :M:ethuen
E. A. Iremonger
F. G. Lys (2)

This debate was rather thinly attended, but the speeches were
spirited and energetic. Judging from the small audience the
subject was not popular. The division showed a majority of 6
votes for the opposition-I 1-5.

After the debate it was resolved that no meeting should be held
'On March 12th, that being the date fixed for the final match for
the Football Challenge Cup.

March Igth.-Proposed, F. J. Lys, "That the continued spirit
'Of insubordination in Ireland is not justified by real grievances."

For the Motion.

F. J. Lys (2)
W. H. Dixon
R.P. Ellis
H. Broadrick

.Against the Motion.

H. H. House (2)
8t J. F. C. Methuen
R. Roberts' .
R. Campbell-Jo~~ton
E. W. Hensley

This debate, which was a very good one, might have been better
attended. The speeches were on the whole spirited, and the
members on both sides seemed to have worked up the subject.
The proposition was defeated by a majority of 4--9-5.

After the debate it was decided that on account of the School
House <.::;oncert being fixed for March 26th there should be no
meeting on that evening.
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STEEPLECHASE.

The fourth competition fOl this now annual event took place in
l\Ir. Miller's meadows, as usual, on Saturday, the 26th Match.
The course was again about,the same distance, 2-1 miles long, but
the hill leading up towards Mr. Digby's lake was avoided, and a
detour was made to allow for the distance thus cut out. There
were 17 entries, and of these 12 tan. A start was made about 10
minutes past three, and Comerford, ma., at once taking the lead
held it throughout, gradually increasing it all the way, and coming
in an easy winner by about 100 yards. The second and third
places for the first half of the race were held by Hole, ma., and
Whitford-Hawkey, both of whom ran exceedingly well, though
neither ever seriously threatened the position of the favourite,
who ran in splendid form. As usual, none of the competitors
attempted the "big jump," we are sorry to say; it is really not
nearly so wide as it looks, and we feel sure that the best jumpers
at any rate of the School could find their feet firm on the other
side if they would but try. At this point Comerford was about 20
yards in front of Hole, who was about 10 yards ahead of Whitford
Hawkey; of the rest Tucker, Rawlings, and Iremonger held
conspicuous positions. . Coming round the bottom of the hill a
struggle between Hole and Whitford-Hawkey ended in favour of
the latter, Comerford being now some 50 yards the leader. and
Tucker and Comerford, mi., coming on next to nole. This order
was maintained to the finish, at which nearly all succeeded in
clearing th~ water jump respectably. The time was very good,
especially if we consider the very large number of hedges and
jumps-IS min. 48 secs. We must not forget to thank :Mr. H. G.
Miller for once more kindly allowing us the use of his meadows
as the arena for the contest.
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SCHOOL NEWS.

The Examination for the School Exhibition has been carried on at
the close of this term, the Examiners being A. Sidgwick, Esq. (Tutor
of Corpus College, Oxford) and A. G. Tatton, Esq. (Tutor of Balliol

College, Oxford).
We ~re proud to note the fact that A. N. Whitehead has been

elected to the Abbott Scholarship at Cambridge, and that H. Henn

was 6th on the Classical Tripos list. This is the highest place ever
gained by a Shirburnian in the Tripos.

As we read in our letter from Oxford, G. M. Lester (University),
R. S. Ainslie (Oriel), and F. Rigden (Lincoln), were members of
their college Torpids at Oxford.

The following colours have been presented since our last number :
2nd XV. H. White, E. W. Chilcott, A. Woodhouse, R. Fowler.

F. Eady, and H. Van Straubenzee have passed the preliminary
Examination for Sandhurst.

We are glad to see that J. A. Mayo, J. T. Harries, and A. O.
Whiting, have distinguished themselves in their College (Merton,
Oxford) Athletics.

TheFives Matches are unfortunately H crowded out" of this number.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
L.-Reserved for our next.
We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of subscriptions from the

following :-H. Broadmead, E. E. Darling, H. S. Crosby.
Also of the following 1fagazines :-The Malvernian, The Blue, St.

Edward's School Chronicle, Blundellian, EJJsornian(2), Haileyburian,
Rathrnines School News, Uppingham School Magazine (2),

Marlburian (2), Berkhampsteadian, Salisburian, The Lily,

Rossallian, Newtonian, DW'ham University Journal, Carthnsian,
Aldenhamian, Hurst Johnian.


